Pikeur Competition Outfit
Prize in Facebook Competition run by Shaws Equestrian Ltd. in June 2022,
in conjunction with Horse and Hound Magazine.
Pikeur is the choice of so many of the world’s top equestrians, due to the exquisite harmony
between fit; function; and fashion in its competition or casual clothing.
Competing in a Pikeur outfit will ensure your comfort as well as boost your confidence!
This is what you can win:

LADIES’ OUTFIT

Pikeur’s Isalie Jacket and Laure Breeches
With the subtle, self-coloured rhinestone decoration on both show
jacket and breeches, this is a perfect pairing for competitions, although
each can be worn separately.
The slim-cut Isalie Jacket is made from lightweight, super-elastic and
breathable softshell. It has delicate satin piping and a concealed front zip,
with gentle sparkle on the pocket flaps; the collar and the rear waist.
Colours: nightblue or black
Sizes: 6 – 20, with long fittings also available
RRP: £249.95
The Laure breeches come in a super-elastic, all-seasonal, breathable &
quick-drying fabric with a soft innerside. The silicon-applied full seat has
a snaffle bit design and the subtle rhinestone decoration which matches
that on the Isalie Jacket is on the rear fake pocket flaps.
Colours: besides white, the Laure is also available in taupe; dark green;
dark shadow; black; and nightblue
Sizes: 18” – 32” waist, long fittings also available
RRP: £169.95
< Pikeur Elonie Competition Shirt
A very smart and functional blouse
with the perfect amount of
stretch. Lightweight with semitransparent mesh sleeves, turnup cuffs, and diamanté trim on
the collar & button band.

Colours: white; night sky
sizes 6 – 18
RRP: £79.95
Pikeur Stock >
This ready-tied stock gives the
perfect finish to your competition look. In snowy white, it comes with 3
interchangeable brooches, which attach with velcro.
RRP: £39.95

MENS’ OUTFIT
Luis Jacket >
A sporty jacket in a highly functional softshell fabric which is lightweight,
super elastic and breathable. The Luis has a McCrown mock suede finish;
zip pockets; ventilation eyelets under the arm; and the lining is stretchy to
ensure optimum comfort and freedom of movement.
Colours: black; night blue
Sizes: 34” – 48” chest, long fittings also available
RRP: £299.95
< Rossini Breeches
In multi-stretch cotton microfibre
with a choice of silicon-applied Grip; or McCrown mock suede seat, the
Rossini has two comfortable front slant pockets; two seat pockets with
flaps; wide belt loops and a stretch ankle finish with the Grip seat, and
velcro ankle closures in the McCrown mock suede seat.
The same style with knee patches instead of a full seat, the Rodrigo, is
also available.
Colours: besides white, the Rossini and Rodrigo are available in a range
of working colours
Sizes: 24” – 58”, long fittings also available
RRP: £189.95 Rossini
£182.95 Rodrigo

< Pikeur Abrod Competition Shirt
Sporty and highly breathable competition shirt with
4-way stretch and a mesh insert in the back section.
Colours: white; night sky
Sizes: 14 ½” – 18”
RRP: £66.95
Man’s Tie >
A ready-knotted tie, easy to attach under a collar with
an elasticated band and hook.
Colour: white only
RRP: £24.95

